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Cooking
Triangle is

…?

 Q1 : A Triangle drawn between kitchen walls ____________Yes/No.

 Q2: The shortest distance between cooking center________Yes/No.

 Q3: Total length of following appliances: Cooktop, Fridge , Sink 
__________Yes/No.

 A1) No, Its been measured by the appliances. 

 A2) Yes, The Triangle is to map the practical walking distance in kitchen 
from Fridge to sink & cooktop. Where person who is cooking can enjoy 
her/his work and reaches easily for the washing cooking or preparing.

 A3)No, not the total length of appliances. 



Cooking
Triangle is
Measured 
from…?

 Q1 : The side of the appliances ______________________Yes/No.

 Q2: The back of the appliances, by the wall_____________Yes/No.

 Q3: Center of the appliances_________________________Yes/No.

 A1) No, triangle is not measured from the side of the appliances.

 A2) No. not even it is measured by the wall back of the appliances.

 A3) Yes , Always triangle is measured by center of the appliances, Idea is 
too measured from exactly where person start and stop during cooking 
or preparing the meal from one point to other point reach out to the 
things, he/she requires. 



Distance 
between isles 

is ….?

 Q1 : 800mm for apartments for one cook ______________Yes/No.

 Q2 : 1600mm for kitchen three cooks ______________Yes/No

 Q3 : 900mm for house & one cook ______________Yes/No

 Q4 : 1200mm for the houses with more then one cook 
______________Yes/No

 A1) No, minimum 900mm distance is recommended

 A2) Yes, 1600mm can be recommended for three cooks. 

 A3) Yes, 900mm is recommended for one cook easily 

 A4) Yes, 1200mm is recommended for two cooks only.



Entry door, 
appliances, or 

cabinets door can 
be interfere with 
one another if:  ..

……

 Q1 : The door are not too heavy  ______________Yes/No.

 If You Live alone _____________________________Yes/No.

 If the door are made up of laminate (they don’t scratch)____Yes/No.

 Entry door, appliances, or cabinets door can be interfere with one 
another____________Yes/No.

 A1) Yes, If Cabinets door are too heavy can lean out of the hinges and may if
won't get soft close as well,select the things which are light in weight and 
strong 

 A2) if i live alone I would prefer an open kitchen rather than kitchen with four 
wall and entry door. Because big kitchen entry door is a interfere between the 
beauty of kitchen this what I believe.

 A3) Yes, Laminate with texture are scratch proof laminates are sturdy as well

 A4) If I ignore the working triangle in my kitchen & also I wont plan my 
kitchen according working area and functional area.



Show at least one
example where a rule
from this module was 

ignored & Explain how 
was it broken and what 

can be done about it   

 https://freshome.com/kitchen/kitchen-work-triangle/



 First, I would like to appreciate the beauty of 
dark kitchen with 90% built in appliances which 
makes this kitchen more settle and modern.

As I point 90% of appliances, because I wish 
client would have also choose built in fridge & 
freezer inside the tall units, if they would have 
selected the built-in ref, designer would have 
got an option to match the triangle and design 
aesthetics as well. Even open shelf looks better
beside the built-in ref where glasses and jar can 
be kept.


